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Taliban commander:
We're fighting for 'independence'
Posted: Wednesday, November 18, 2009 9:08 AM
Filed Under: Islamabad, Pakistan

By NBC News' Mujeeb Ahmad

SPIN BOLDAK, Afghanistan – Even as the Pakistani army steps up its offensive against the Taliban in Pakistan’s northern tribal
region, there are increasing concerns about militants from Afghanistan seeking safe haven in a different part of the country: Quetta,
the capital of Pakistan’s southwest Baluchistan Province.

American military and intelligence officials believe that the Taliban ruling council, or shura, which commands and controls jihad
efforts in Afghanistan, have abandoned their historic base in the southern Afghan city of Kandahar and crossed the border into
Quetta.
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In Pakistan, the issue is raised every day in the press and on the streets: Have the Afghan Taliban moved their power base from
Kandahar and set-up shop in Quetta? Quetta is my home – my family and friends live there – so I had a personal, as well as
professional stake in finding out what’s been going on.

Some colleagues urged me to talk to Mullah Manan, a commander of 70 foot soldiers in Helmand province in Afghanistan, to try to
get some answers.

‘Welcome to Spin Boldak’
It took weeks to arrange an interview with Manan, but finally the meeting point was set for Spin Boldak, a town in Afghanistan, near
Kandahar.

Four of Manan’s men were waiting for me on motorbikes when I arrived by car in Spin Boldak. We exchanged greetings and then
they blindfolded me and helped me onto the back of one of the bikes.

We drove for what seemed to be more than an hour, careening at breakneck speeds along narrow mountain roads. The driver
zigzagged around rocks and potholes while the others seemed to follow closely behind. When we finally skidded to a halt, my
blindfold was lifted.

I was led into a room in a modest house built of mud and sun-dried bricks and told to sit on the floor and wait. The room was mostly
dark; there were no windows and no furniture, and the air smelled of damp wet mud. A dark green door of rotting wood was left ajar
to let in some light.

After about 15 minutes, tea was served. Shortly afterwards, a young man with a thick, black beard entered, flanked by two
others. "Welcome to Spin Boldak. I am Commander Mullah Manan," he said, "the second in command to Mullah Abdul Hakeem,
the commander of Helmand Province."
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Mujeeb Ahmad/NBC News
Taliban commander Mulla Manan seen during
a recent interview in Spin Boldak,
Afghanistan.

He wrapped a white turban around his head as he began to speak. "I just returned from a council meeting in Kandahar," he
said. Manan laughed as he explained that the U.S. and NATO forces think they can identify the Taliban by their black turbans – but
they don’t understand that they only wear black at certain times. He seemed to enjoy pointing out that the Taliban are Afghans and
dress like Afghans, which he said means they wear "baggy trousers, long loose-fitting shirts and white turbans." 

I was anxious to ask him about the rumors that the Taliban’s shura, or ruling council, had moved to Quetta. "This is Western
propaganda," he said. "The only true Taliban shura is the one led by Mullah Omar. It has 29 members and is spread around
Afghanistan – some of the members are even holding key government posts. Their identities are known only among the shura
members," Manan explained.

He was referring to Mullah Muhammad Omar, a reclusive, one-eyed cleric who is regarded by all the Taliban as their supreme
commander and the founder of the movement.

"Where is Mullah Omar?" I asked.  

"Very few know his whereabouts, but I am sure he is still in Afghanistan," Manan replied. "Mullah Omar’s orders are written down
and then given to the shura members. They, in turn, pass them on to a chosen eight or nine others. Eventually everyone receives the
orders. No one uses any form of telecommunications or electronic devices," Manan added with a smile.

NBC News
Taliban commander Mulla Manan, center,
with reporter Mujeeb Ahmad on right with
notebook and pen.

Peace proposal?
I pressed him with more questions about Taliban activities in Quetta, particularly because I’m worried about the threat of drones
destroying my city and killing my family and friends.

"We are not safe in Quetta," Manan answered, referring to the Taliban forces. "These days, the Pakistani security forces are looking
for us and it is no longer safe to even cross the border to visit friends. Besides," Manan added, "we control almost 80 percent of
Afghanistan, why should we hide in Pakistan?"

Manan lectured me on the Taliban’s war against American and NATO troops, calling them occupiers who must be expelled from his
country. He said he had personally killed 15 foreign troops.

"We don’t distinguish between American, British or other Europeans," he said. "They are all white people; they are all occupiers.
We can never accept them and we will fight until we liberate our country."

"Will you guarantee to the Americans that if they leave [Afghanistan] there won't be another 9/11 attack against them?" I asked.
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"Look, we want an Islamic state with Islamic laws," Manan replied quietly, while his eyes seemed to bore right through me. "If the
Americans leave, then we will not concern ourselves with them any longer."

Manan paused and then asked: "Do you understand what I am telling you?" And then he put it this way. "That means we will never
again allow our country to be used in the same way as it was used against America in the past."

"That sounds like a peace proposal," I said.

Manan laughed. He was quick to point out that this was the Taliban viewpoint, but since no one recognizes them as an international
force, no one is asking them to abide by any international obligations.

"Look," he explained, "the Americans are offering huge sums of money to anyone who will lay down arms and join them. We are
fighting for our independence and for our country. We believe in our cause and the Americans should stop trying to bribe us."

"Make no mistake," Manan added, "some of us will take their money, but none of us will ever give up our fight."

Mujeeb Ahmed is on the Executive Council of the Balouchistan Journalists Federation and is a reporter for AAj TV, the second
leading news network in Pakistan. He is based in Quetta and is a contributor to NBC News in Pakistan.

INTERACTIVE MAP: Conflict in Pakistan
Power struggle threatens Pakistan's leader
Topics: More stories, videos, Web links on Pakistan
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Comments

These people have long memories and will not forget out misguided adventure into Afghanistan.

The Taliban are merely women beaters who live in caves and only want to be left alone. We confuse them with Al Qaeda, who have
more operatives in Europe and the States than in Afghanistan.

Marty, Rio de Janeiro (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:00 AM)

Of course he is defiant.  He realizes that his enemy (us) is led by emasculated, (pseudo) intellectual progressives.  The worst that can
happen to him is that he will receive a nasty letter from Obama and the U.N.  

Guitarcrusher, Lakewood, CO (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:00 AM)

After reading this article about the Taliban perspective and their plans, I have realized that our U.S. eight-year war is suddenly
useless and will never be "won". Time to bring the troops home!

Ed Scott, Bruce, Wisconsin (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:03 AM)

Sell the place to the Chinese for the money we owe them.

Jensen, Boise, Idaho (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:06 AM)

I agree, we should KILL them rather than bribe them. Obama is a FOOL if he things we are going to buy our way out of this mess.
The Taliban are TERRORISTS, plain and simple, send them to hell with swine!

Patrick Buckles, Phoenix, AZ (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:08 AM)

Independance my foot, they've been known to kill barbers for giving shaves, beat and kill women for trying to get an education.
They are monsters and a danger to the security of all free nations.
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Debbie, WV (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:09 AM)

We leave Afghanistan, the Taliban establish their own system of government and law according to their local customs and
preferences, and they won't allow jihadist activities against the U.S. to be conducted from Afghan soil.  Sounds reasonable to me.
 Afghanistan has no real central(national) government,and we are trying to create one by dealing with the few choices we have
(Malaki), who are all corrupt and untrustworthy.  Haven't we been here before?  Iraq, Viet Nam?  Why don't we just get out- we are
looking for Al Queda and Bin Ladin, remember, not out to create democracies in Muslim countries with a tribal culture.  If anyone
else attacks us and the Taliban was involved, we will just have to rain down cruise missles on them until they appear to have learned
a lesson.  There is always a possibility we will have to "go back there"- we will never be able to create a functioning, stable
democracy there.  Be we should never go back there with foot soldiers, just with really big hammers (bombs) that make our point.    

Mark Overas Fredonia AZ (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:11 AM)

We are bribing people in Afghanistan so they can be our friends. Those who accept the money use it to their benefit only and
persecute the population. The result is that the Afghan peole hates us. This reminds me of the US policy in the middle East. We give
Egypt and Jordan a total of $2 billion dollars a year as bribe money so they can be the only Arab countries to have diplomatic
relations with Israel. Israel then demolish and evicts Palestinians from their homes , steal their land and water, and the whole Arab
world hates us. This answers the question why do they hate us? We spend billions a year to do exactly that.

George (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:12 AM)

independence bull, its overthrown and make their own state with no concern of the people. they are a group of thugs and criminals
that want power and authority that they could not have in the real world.

fusseltier (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:16 AM)

WHERE DO THE TALIBAN GET ALL THEIR WEAPONS.

CUT OFF SUPPLY ;  WILL CRIPPLE THEM
UNTIL THEN THEY KEEP FIGHTING

ANTHONY, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:18 AM)

With 9-11, the country reacted to a disaster.  With the wars, the country planned a disaster.  In the beginning many of us felt this
country should punish the people who offended us and we were hot to trot.

Who can resist our technology and military force.  Who are these people to think they could defy the United States?

Lessons have not been learned.  No exit strategy, no way of a morally superior position, backing corrupt governments.  What were
we thinking ?

Withdraw, come to what ever political solution which would allow us to get out with minimal risk to Americans.  Use our strengths
through negotiations and political ties with other nations who's intersts align with ours to achieve some same solution.

In the end  only energy independance will allow us to leave the Afgans to the Afgans, Iraq to Iraq to be the best they can be and
good luck to them.

Tom WIlkison, Hartford CT (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:18 AM)

If the Taliban controls 80% of Afghanastan, then they should be easy to find and kill.  What are we waiting for?  

dave koch prescott, az (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:19 AM)

If this is straight talk, maybe - just this once - we take the Taliban at their word and just get out. We can monitor for insurgent
activities including training of Al Queida operatives.

Marty Smith, Carthage, Missouri (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:24 AM)

Taliban can do what they want; and if they observed human rights with their own people (women and children) I doubt America
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would have much of an interst in the Taliban.  But, they have a horrendous track record with women, and it is hard to be able to tell
te world, "The Taliban only want to be left alone."

Jerry, Peoria, IL (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:24 AM)

What a waste of perfectly good web resources. MSNBC - who cares what a bunch of terrorists want or believe.  

LK, Minneapolis, MN (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:25 AM)

You know, I'm all about defending our country and killing the bad guys, but I sure can't wait for us to get the hell OUT of the middle
east.

John in Orlando (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:25 AM)

Taliban can do what they want; and if they observed human rights with their own people (women and children) I doubt America
would have much of an interst in the Taliban.  But, they have a horrendous track record with women, and it is hard to be able to tell
te world, "The Taliban only want to be left alone."

Jerry, Peoria, IL (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:25 AM)

Thank you so much for this article, Mr Ahmed.  I have believed all along that people in Afghanistan and other countries near there
would love to have all the foreigners gone from their country.  It is a big part of the killing still going on.  I hope we can trust this
man's comments. I wish the women in his country would be treated better.  Education of women would go a long way to improve
their situation politically, monetarily and healthwise.  

Mrs. Long Lindon, UT (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:28 AM)

He looks cold in that picture.  Is he wearing a Snuggie?

Dman Ohio (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:29 AM)

As far as I am concerned these people are the worst form of human life.

New York City (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:30 AM)

The article is brief abd to the point, and, the reporter's spin on it overall, was quite factual. Whar astounds me, is these guys get tio
met wioth the Taliban top brass,with no problem, whzy don't the Afgan intelligence forces (and I use that preceding words loosely)
send one of thier own in with some inte-tech gadgetry and get a fix on thse guys and take out the top brass as well! This "Mana"
commander "§nesd a little "comeuppance", re his atitude for sure! His commnet abou the "gov#t big-shots being on his Suira
council, was very true, "I for one, beleive him"! Why don'Ät NATO and we American Chiefs, "put the grip on "Karzi" to clean houe
NOW, or get replaced immediately. This whole charde sems like a great waste of US taxpayer's monies for SURE.

Skip Smith, Dallas , Texas (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:33 AM)

the talib are cool. they will win. but i think they should take a fashion risk, and wear camoflaged turbans.

mullah jim, benson, minnesota (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:33 AM)

Time to get out of that area of the world and let them fight amongst themselves.  Stop giving bribes to people who accept money and
then just laugh at us.  It makes us as dishonest, ignorant and low life as them.

Dave Bruels Seattle, Washington (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:33 AM)

Yes.  We can stop the war in Afghanistan.  Why we're killing our own people and others and at the same time making anermies all
over the world including in the USA?  All citizens of USA loves America but also they love their mother land and their heritage of
culture.  We need 'PEACE' only in the whole wide world.  we do live all over the nations and we all are brothers and sisters each
other. Instead of killing each other let's help each other to improve our human well being.

John Doe, Seattle, Wash (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:36 AM)
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Maybe all he really wants is a hug!

john doe, Seattle, Wash. (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:38 AM)

As a former Counter-Intelligence Agent for the 75th Ranger Regiment, I can honestly say American forces are not accomplishing
anything in Afghanistan other than making alot more enemies. Understanding the anger, fear and frustrations of the 9/11 attack (part
of the reason I signed up for active duty), I must admit today I feel it was a mistake to start a "War on Terror"; Hindsight is always
better than foresight. One of the points of a terrorist act is bait and boy did they catch a big mouth bass. The majority of the locals in
Afghanistan hold a very simplistic view, which is for the US and every other foreign nation to leave them alone and I agree. The
irony in this is, Al Qaeda for the most part is not even in Afghanistan anymore, we as a military force couldn't control the
border...hell we can't even control the border between Mexico. Which shouldn't be an issue b/c America was founded on
immigration but I guess we no longer want "certain" immigrants.

Jay, Austin, TX (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:39 AM)

The article is brief abd to the point, and, the reporter's spin on it overall, was quite factual. Whar astounds me, is these guys get tio
met wioth the Taliban top brass,with no problem, whzy don't the Afgan intelligence forces (and I use that preceding words loosely)
send one of thier own in with some inte-tech gadgetry and get a fix on thse guys and take out the top brass as well! This "Mana"
commander "§nesd a little "comeuppance", re his atitude for sure! His commnet abou the "gov#t big-shots being on his Suira
council, was very true, "I for one, beleive him"! Why don'Ät NATO and we American Chiefs, "put the grip on "Karzi" to clean houe
NOW, or get replaced immediately. This whole charde sems like a great waste of US taxpayer's monies for SURE.

Skip Smith, Dallas , Texas (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:39 AM)

Just build them a theme park, a NASCAR track, a soccer field and a casino.   Introduce alcohol and prostitution and they'll all have
something to do rather than run around like idiots.

Jennifer, Vienna, VA (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:40 AM)

Read "Three Cups of Tea" ~ there is another way...

Nancy, Reno (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:41 AM)

Seems to me many people have memory problems.  The Taliban ran the country and allowed Al Qaeda to base their operations
there, amongst other terrorist organizations.  While in charge they inflicted severe draconian laws with equally harsh penalties for
violating them to the people.  You think it will be any different if we pull out and let them take over again?

The reason this war is not going well is because Americans are not showing a unified front to defeat them.  All this whining and
complaining that we should quit is what is allowing the Taliban to keep on going.  Because we are showing doubt and weakness for
war all they have to do is hang on until we give up.  Wars can not be won without the support of the people, if we do not support our
government and military they can not win no matter what they do.

The Truth, Philadelphia PA (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:41 AM)

That sounds fantastic for Americans, but this leader doesn't say anything about what the Taliban's plan will be toward the
Afghanistan Government except he wants to set up "Islamic state with Islamic laws".  Does that mean they will try and overthrow
the current government where everybody has (or is supposed to have) a voice?  Will the Taliban's rule be like it was before we
kicked them out of Government, where the other minority ethnic groups lived in fear or fled to neighboring countries?  I am glad this
journalist asked the pressing questions.

David Gilliam (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:41 AM)

"they are all white people" ? This man is a religious zealot who is ignorant by choice. He and his ilk will  not stop. Afganistan is and
has been a backwater quagmire for any nation who trespassed that wasteland for centuries. Afhganistan is not a nation-state, it is a
collection of rural tribes. In hindsight, the nations of the world who could have helped this motley collection of ignored people
should have done so long ago. As what's his name said, some of them will take our money, but they will still fight us. This is an area
of the world where part of the rite of passage to manhood involves manufacturing your own firearm. I have no answer to this
situation. I fear we will leave Afhganistan just as the Russians and British did, basically with our "tails between our legs". By the
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way, I am a "white "person.

Wm. D. Mitchell, Lincoln Park, MI (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:42 AM)

He's saying the same thing that Jews said, Irish said, and everybody else said, who was fighting for independence and a homeland.
Religion is a short-hand way of identifying supporters. Once the occupier is gone it becomes less important over-time. It sounds like
the Taliban might agree to some rules -- like not harboring any body who attacks us, and maybe we can get them to respect world
cultural sites and basic international rules.  They want to belong to something bigger than themselves which is fundamental Islam.
Maybe we can substitute the bigger world community to some degree.

Walter, Rye, NY (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:43 AM)

Here is the scoup give them a homeland if they give us binladden then we can worry about keeping them isolated. We don't want te
kill them now just binladden. It is their back yard they have a right to NIMBY

David R. Haight (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:43 AM)

Well having talban in quetta this is the beggest joke i am listinning now a days from western media.Why dont america just speaks up
clearly that it wants free balauchistan so it can come and control the waters of indian ocean through Gawadar deep sea port which is
underconstruction with the help of china.I am sure Washington will not be happy with the presence of china in that area.AS far as i
know from the ground realities the talban in Pakistan and talban in Afghanistan are 2 different organizations so dont mix them up
with each other.Talban in Pakistan are highly funded by foreign source and they are using high technologies and weapons in
pakistan even few of the talbans who were killed in pakistan were not even muslims.I dont wonder Indians are pretty active in
afghanistan but the bad part is Washington is supporting india in this cold war.Washington and New Delhi dont like a nuclear armed
pakistan so they are making these kinds of grounds to disarm Pakistan from nuclear weapons.If pakistan give up its nuclear weapons
everyone see the next day u will not find any single talban inside pakistan.

Zohaib,Lahore,Pakistan (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:43 AM)

This proves to me that we are wasting time, money and most importantly lives in Afgan. We need to let them have their worthless
country back and just keep an eye on Al Queda. Who cares if the Taliban return? The current puppet Afgan govement is just as bad.

Chad (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:45 AM)

Seems to me like a dog and pony show over there, lets let them have there dirt and caves, etc, get out NATO Forces out and see
what happens.

Ken B Lake Mary, FL (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:47 AM)

The Afgan people cry out to us, "save us from the Taliban".  When we then send them help, they then say we are occupying their
country and must leave. There is nothing anyone can do to help such people.  They get the rulers they deserve. There is not one
american life worth giving for these people.  We need to pull out of the middle east, all our troops, our bases and our foreign aid and
let them live as they say they want, with no help from America.  If their women die from lack of medical care, if they are beaten and
killed for not wearing a burka, if their daughters have no education and are treated as slaves, it is no concern of ours, it is the life
they choose.

Paul Brock (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:47 AM)

The Taliban are thugs and cannot be trusted, ever. As for this becoming another Vietnam, that is because Americans don't have a
backbone anymore. We create rules to war and be damned if we mess up. The enemy can behead your family member in the name
of God, but we have to act like playground monitors.

We keep letting our media dictate the results, then we'll become another France.

Mark, Butte Montana (Sent Wednesday, November 18, 2009 11:50 AM)
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